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Company Profile 
  

 

 

 

About us 
 

Testers HUB is one of the independent and leading software testing organizations in India.We 

have realized that a software testing process covers more than thirty percent of the overall software 

product development cycle. That is why we have started our business to help clients by testing 

software with latest technologies. We always make a well-thought approach for testing any type of 

desktop, web, and mobile app. 

 

Our fastest business development 
 

We have established this India-based company in the year, 2012. Originally, though our service 

was limited only to Pune, we have also enhanced our business to set up our branches at Bangalore. 

 

We made an ingenious and personalized approach to manage our software testing methodology. 

We develop the best test plan, which suits all the needs of clients. With the implementation of the 

new technique, our professionals have improved testing process by including all the areas.  Our 

testing professionals and managers, at Testers HUB, have the knowledge to take the right step. 

Our team has learned to deal with every challenge, related to software test automation. We offer an 

incomparable framework for testing out the software functionality and performance. We also use 

several commercial tools for testing different apps. Moreover, we verify every software system 

with no addition of scripts and framework. We have developed the best technology for automation 

system. Our app lifecycle managing tool is also of the high quality. 

 

Values 

 Every input that we make for testing software speeds up the cycles to release software 

 We consider systematic testing to reduce the time for promoting the application 

 Lower cost because of flexible price and software QA model 
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Mission 

 

Our company always offers reliable QA and software testing solutions with the application of 

innovative technologies. Our services always ensure consistent success for our clients. Our mission 

is to offer- 

 Best value to all our clients 

 Affordable testing solutions  

 All-inclusive services for Quality Assurance 

 The newest technology for every solution 

 Best quality for every product 

Vision 

The vision of Testers HUB is to- 

 Design tailored solution, applicable for software test cycle 

 Assure the best quality for every application 

 Give the dedicated services with our teamwork and co-operation   
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Our approach in always incomparable 

 

 

Testers HUB knows that every client looks for the matured processes, best tactics, and 

alsoreusable resources.  We have created the best approach for software or app testing solutions-  

Process of testing software 

We identify and define all the procedures and standards for Quality Assurance. We research on the 

present environment, tools and processes. We also understand the right model that connects our 

testing professionals with software developers. 

 

Preparing for the testing process 

We allocate various responsibilities to our software testers and consider the need of right 

framework or tools for assessing the app. We have also created a brief outline by making a 

schedule of high-quality test. We do so by recognizing the criteria for software release, timeline 

for launching it and objectives. We use only the structured processes to develop every solution. 

Our overall testing program is controlled as well as systematic. 
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No software test is unknown to us 

 

 

Testers HUB has already been successful in different types of tests- 

 Functionality testing- We do this type of app testing in order to make your app prepared for 
your targeted clients. Our testing ensures the better satisfaction level of the users. We may modify 
the interface with other functional elements. 

 Usability testing- At Testers HUB, we know that a user is always the right person to assess 

the app. Our designers and specialists know the way of testing the usability of the 

application. The design of every app is not same, and thus, the usability testing process 

may also be of diverse type. 

 Performance testing- Every app relates vast data. We test its accuracy for checking the 

overall performance.  
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 Compatibility testing- Our team tries to know all the protocols, standards and other 

details, related to various devices and platform. We test the application on wide range of 

devices and OS versions. 

 Network related testing- It comprises the testing of app quantity and quality in the 

network system of different sizes.  

 User Experience testing- We assess the usability, considering the non-functional and 

functional UX. 

 Accessibility testing: Accessibility to all applications is one of the major factors because 

this helps in creating the brand image of an organization. With our accessibility tests, we 

make every user pleased with the app. 

 Security Testing: As new development platforms are emerging and providing better and 

easy development, threats of security have also beefed up. 

 Web Services Testing: Though things are changing in the favor of mobile apps but still 

websites are crucial. We offer complete range of webs testing. Free SEO testing is included 

for all websites. 

 

For every app testing solution, we have the target to meet all the goals- 

 Robustness- We have Quality Assurance services to offer good functionality and high-

performance level  

 Dependability- Our tests are intended to offer the best functioning, considering the needs 

clients 

 Timely delivery- We facilitate the release of software to the market  

 Efficiency- Our approach to test software ensures the most desirable performance  

 Convenience- Low cost of maintenance, and application of new technology  

 

We have stated above that our potential is combination of trained work force along with latest 

tools. Here is list of some of the tools which we use for services: Load Runner, QTP, OpenSTA, 

Bugzilla, Nunit, HP Inspect, VSS, QTP, Test Director, Spiratest Management Tool, Win Runner, 

CVS, Jammer, IBM Appscan, Mantis, AutoIT and many more.. 
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Client Testimonials 

Тesters HUB braved to take the clients defies building a vigorous testing stratagem in today’s 

challenging business milieu, which prioritizes superiority, price and performance. 

  

A diamond in the rough.. one of the few deservant of the title "QA Engineer". Fantastic 
experience! Diligent, knowledgeable, sharp - the list is endless. Really happy with results and now 
my go to QA. Thank you very much! 

- Lachlan Malone 

 

Testers HUB did an amazing job at testing our web application prior to a major rollout of a new 
version. They tested across all major web browsers and devices according to testing directions 
and provided excellent, detailed feedback on bugs to help us reproduce them. They also did 
exploratory testing and was able to create several more scenarios to test beyond our original 
direction. I highly recommend Testers HUB for any of your web application testing needs.      

- Paul Shirer, Co-Founder and CTO of PowerPost  

 

Best testing quality we've had from a testing company. Vijay and team really follow up and 
thoroughly test every feature and document in way most helpful to get a project live. Will be using 
Vijay again. 

- Mike Creaven, Founder of Smart Fit Apps 

 

I am working with Testers HUB for couple of years now, I am very pleased from their service - a 
very good job! 

- Anat Levy, Founder of Inspired Apps (My Diet Coach) 
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Why you should outsource project to Testers HUB 

 

 Our professional testers have all skills for understanding the flow of business of our clients. 

We try out best to make your product better and flawless.  

 Our team ensures software validation and assessment so that its performance is unfailing. 

 We track quality continuously and also make out all the defects. 

 We try to meet all the parameters to bring the best quality software in the market. 

 We are reliable company not amongst those filthy names who promise elephant and 

produce a rat. 

 Testing teams are experienced so they know what exactly to be done for project. Neither 

we work blindly nor do we apply same methodology reputedly. Every project is different 

from previous one so requirement and required work flow will be also different. 

 We work on both functional and non-functional parameters to ensure everything should be 

right with the project. 
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Contact details 

Main Office: 

Office address: S. No-168/2, Siddharth Niwas, Lohagaon, Pune-411047, Maharashtra, India 

Email: admin@testershub.co.in , Skype Id: Testershub 

Tel/Mobile : +91-8390699641 

 

Marketing Branch: 

Office address: S17/18, Siddaramannavara Building, Basavanpura Main road, Krishnarajapuram, 

Bangalore, Karnataka-560036 

Email: admin@testershub.co.in , Skype Id: Testershub 

Tel/Mobile : +91-8390699641 
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